Imagine a Journal . . .

presenting peer-reviewed innovative research in the broader field of applied linguistics not only in established journal articles but also in unconventional, creative and entertaining forms such as brainstorming, 3-min-talk, ...is thinking about..., or infographic.

usually offering 10 plus 1 contributions at a time on a broad range of current topics in linguistics.

inviting feedback on the contributions that appear as open-access files on the journal’s website.

offering a creative academic space that explicitly welcomes contributions not only from established but also from junior researchers and students working on excellent papers.

emphasising the importance of presenting research in a sophisticated and aesthetically appealing way for those who consider linguistic curiosity both part of a profession and a unique way of life.

The 2nd issue Contact Linguistics has been guest-edited by Marion Schulte (Bielefeld) and will be published on 15th Sept, 2016.

Preview available online! info@10plus1journal.com
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